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Rolla, Missouri
Senator Randolph, Governor Morris, distinguished speakers, conference
participants and faculty,
It is indeed a pleasure for me to extend to you a welcome on be
half of the University of Missouri-Rol1a . Congratulations are extended
to Dr. Scott, Dr. Spokes, and Dean Planje for their many hours of plan
ning and work in making the Conference possible. Also, I want to rec
ognize Dean Lorey of our Extension Division, as he is responsible for
paying the bills.
I believe that mining has a much broader definition today than was
true twenty-five years ago and many of us consider mining as the collec
tion of our environmental natural resources, whether these resources
be taken from beneath the earth's surface, from the surface, from the
ocean, from the atmosphere, or from outer space.
This broad definition, although not yet listed in the dictionary,
requires engineers and scientists with many specialties to perfect
proner collecting techniques. Mining today means much more to me
than burrowing a tunnel underground and removing the ore producing rock.
The greater complexity of mining requires that conferences, semi
nars, and other continuing education programs be held to help personnel
maintain currency. Certainly in this field the often stated belief
that the half life of an engineer is only five years becomes a sober
revelation. Some even say that engineers are obsolete by the time they
graduate from college because of the rate of advancement in knowledge,
those who consider that one-half of what they learn in college is
obsolete in five years are more realistic and reveal the necessity for
engineers and scientists to recharge their batteries often so that
they are able to cope with modern technology.
The definition of the environment is another one of broad meaning
to me. Environment is understood by most as being that which is about
man which affects his mental and physical well being. There is little
that the medical profession can do to change the physiology of man,
but engineers can do very much to change the physical surrounding which
can benefit man. The environment provides the natural resources to be
mined, but obsolete mining techniques can pollute the environment.
Engineers must become politically responsible and socially conscious
enough to enable the proper use of our natural resources. They must

translate scientific advancement to the benefit of society. Not only
must they be innovators, but in addition they must direct their efforts
and the efforts of others toward solving man's problems.
As one of the nation's largest technological universities, this
campus of the University of Missouri is dedicated to not only advancing
science and technology, but also to directing the fruit of training and
research to help solve society's problems, whether these be local,
state, national, or international.
Just as my concept of "mining" covers the range from beneath the
earth's circle to outer space, the environment with which we are con
cerned extends from our local campus to ultimately encompass the world.
We hope that the Conference will be rewarding to all of you and
that you will come back to Roll a often.

